Web Fundamentals: Student Task Flow
Duquan is a non-traditional student. While Web Fundamentals is Duquan’s first experience with website design
and coding, he is eager to learn. He has recently completed Week 6-7: Tables, Divs, and Spans. While he successfully completed his online assignment and homework, and got 9 out of 10 points on the online quiz, he felt he
was slightly struggling to grasp the material. He is now about to tackle Week 8-9: Intro to CSS and would like to get
more in-depth with the course to maximize his education.
Duquan decides to utilize Web Fundamentals’ Resources for supplemental infromation on CSS.
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Once Duquan feels more comfortable, he begins Week 8-9.

Alternately, Duquan can use the Widget to access relevant
resources during completion of Week 8-9. The Widget can
be collapsed and expanded, and is independant from Primary Navigation and the Dashboard.
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Duquan feels more confident with his work on Week 8-9, but he
wants to see how much his homework assignment will affect his
overall grade. He also wants to see if his work (on the course
site) from the previous week has been graded.
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Duquan clicks on Grade Display and sees that his
teacher has posted a grade for his online course
assignment from last week. After clicking on the
assignment title, he views a detailed explanation
of his grade and its affect on the entire course.
Three grades are displayed: a grade for the assignment, an interim grade (the assignment averaged with all assignments-to-date), and a course
grade (averaged with all assignments, including
future work). A note clearly indicates that the total
grade is low as future assignments are defaulted
as zero points.
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Alternately, if Duquan has
navigated away from the
lesson, he can use the
Dashboard to get to the
Grade Book.
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Duquan then clicks on View Due Dates and is
able to see the same information for the homework assignment he is about to undertake.
Duquan also notices a warning in Grade Book.
He clicks on it and sees that he neglected to turn
in his previous homework assignment and it is the
last day before being considered late! Duquan
has completed the assignment but forgot to upload it. Still within Grade Book, he clicks on the
assignment, and then Submit Homework.

Duquan is redirected to the Submission Module.
He clicks Submit Assignment and then Upload.
Feeling more confident about his work, Duquan
logs off of Web Fundamentals. Alternately, the
web site will log off automatically.

